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| SUMMARY
Premier Farnell’s community site was launched as an alpha release

Our target audience is the design engineer, someone who creates

in Q4 2008. Since then an outside consultant has created a new

solutions to complex electrical engineering problems. We also met

design for the beta release scheduled for Q2 2009. The new design

and interviewed MRO and buyers as they support DEs. Follow-up

includes additional functionality based on assessments of person

research after the launch will be conducted in more regions to

needs and business requirements. As well, the community is to be

further deepen our understanding of DEs globally to ensure that the

given a branding treatment and visual redesign to better

strategy is fine tuned to deliver the best experience

communicate the value proposition for our target audience.

Premier Farnell Userx
Experience team coordinated the planning,
implementation and review of usability
evaluations of the new community
website. These were conducted to evaluate the new
The

essential to our global
success.
Laurie Arends
(Chicago Office)

Marek Konecny
(Prague Office)

o Research conducted in

4 regions;

- China
- Czech Republic
- India
- US
o Captured feedback from
o

51 people
Focus on Design
Engineers

functionality, branding, and visual design. Due to the global
audience of the community, this research was conducted in 4
regions, China, Czech Republic, India and the US. We were
assisted and would like to

acknowledge the

Alex Peng
(Shanghai Office)

Shanghai Office

tremendous help
received

by the staff in those regions including;

Betty Yeung in Hong Kong, Alex Peng and Emma
Huang from Shanghai, Marek Konecny from Prague,
Navin Honnavar from Bangalore and Laurie Arends
from Lombard. Without their help this project would not have been
possible. We’d also like to thank Dave Foster, Dianne Kibbey and
David Shen for their support and timely assistance.

India Office

Betty Yueng
(Hong Kong Office)

| OPPORTUNITIES READ THIS
Young engineers use
social networking sites
They will use it for work were
allowed. In China they already
use social networking sites for
their work. We have competitors
in eetchina.com, 21ic.com, and
ednchina.com. We also have
opportunity to see examples that
we can improve or problems we
can avoid.

person 14 China
[click image to play video]

Links to the
transaction site are OK

The Explore button not
noticed or understood

People wanted links to be clearly
marked and showed no
displeasure. The caveat is many
people were Premier Farnell
customers. However, as long as
the association is transparent this
should be absolutely no problem.

The menu under this button
provides vital visibility into the
content available on the site. Many
people went to the footer to find
links that they would have
otherwise found in the explore
menu.

person 6 US
[click image to play video]

person 11 China
[click image to play video]
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There is a great

opportunity

now for a

community
research site that
serves design
engineers who
are now starting

their careers
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| SUMMARY
Findings & Recommendations

3.

Young engineers already using social networks for
their jobs

We were encouraged that 87% of people succeeded in completing

Recommend: Marketing should be focused on young

the tasks, 62% being easily accomplished. There is a definite trend

engineers (Under 33)

correlated to the age of participants where the younger
participants completed tasks and understood the purpose of the

o On average 88.4%
of tasks were completed by
people
o 12.6% of tasks could not
be completed

site more readily than those who are older. People also responded
favorably to the visual design. There is some concern that people
did not know what the name “element 14” meant. Overall the site
received positive remarks and several participants enquired when
the site would be available.

4.

Top 10 issues
1.

Multi-function search powerful but not clear
Recommend: Making suggestion text in search field
more verbose to indicate what can be searched

Linking community to transaction site is OK.

o Use of primary language
will encourage
participation

Recommend: Using linkage wherever appropriate.
Consider adding an icon to indicate that it is going to
the transactional site
5.

Explore button ignored
Recommend: Changing location or making it the
default exposed submenu across all the tabs

2.

Use of primary language would encourage
participation, but English is OK
Recommend: Possibly create groups by language and/
or region. May possibly need separate sub-community
for region.

o Links to transaction site
are acceptable

o Some young engineers are

already using social
networks for their work
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| SUMMARY

o 21% of people could

Findings & Recommendations
Top 10 issues (cont)
6.

The My Element and solutions tabs were not

9.

Introductory text & buttons on home page ignored

understood

Recommend: Changing to be simpler smaller or move

Recommend: For my element; changing to match

down the page.

peoples expectation. For solutions; making discussion
starter functionality visible.

not complete
task 3

My

o People thought the
would have
their browsing history and/or

Element

profile information

7.

o Filters are
overlooked frequently

Email notifications on discussions not needed and/
or not understood

by people

Recommend: People did not seem to express concern
with following a discussion. Make notification more
noticeable.

10. Filter functionality overlooked
Recommend: Making more visible by color and
appearance

8.

Actions and their confirmations were not noticed
Recommend: Make actions box more visible integrated
as being acted upon the content
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| METHODOLOGY
The sessions were 1.5 hours long and were performed in the

We collected the following data for each

branch office locations in 4 regions including,

participant;

sessions were with a single person except in China and India were

completion rate
time to task
errors personal rating

2 sessions had 2 people due to cultural and/or social preferences.

the task. We also collected qualitative information on the people

The sessions had the participants perform 5 tasks and complete a

impression of the visual design, branding and communication of

pre and post session survey. All sessions were recorded for video/

the value proposition as well as

China,
Czech Republic, India and the US. All

audio and screen interactions.

We observed a total of 51
people

across the 4 regions while they interacted

and evaluated a prototype interface. The participants were drawn
from the customer listings of each branch except in the US where
a recruitment firm was engaged to solicit non-Newark customers.
The evaluations in China

and Czech Republic
were conducted in the primary language
of the participants.
It was agreed the target participant for this research should be a
design engineer with 1-10 years experience. They should also use
social networking sites like Facebook, Badoo, QQ or at the least
be a daily person of the internet. They should have bought
electronic components via the online channel in the last month
either from a Premier Farnell group company or one of our
competitors.

on

each task, the

, number of

and a

for

how useful
they perceived the site.

All sessions were done on location of the local branch office,
except for the Czech Republic were due to the lack of a
conference room the sessions were carried out at a hotel
conference room located in Prague. Rooms were equipped with
computer to run the prototype, tables and chairs for the
participant, moderator and observer.
We certainly learned much that may have been known to our

it takes research like
this to see what is
important to people. So while our
organization, but

China reps may know how pervasive social networking is even for
design engineers, it was not communicated until we did this
evaluation and the question was framed with the right context to
make it relevant.

While many
things may
seem obvious,
usability
testing helps
us to focus
on what is
important to
them.
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| People
As mentioned we observed 51 people interacting
with the prototype. Here is a break down on the
demographics of these people:

Ages
40

Company Size

33

21

22

30

46 men

17
11

10

8

10
20

6
0
10-49

50-99

100-499

500+

10
5

Experience

1
25 and under

11
7
4
0
3-5 years

5 women

5

0

14

1-2 years

6

6-10 years

10+ years

26-35

36-45

46-55

55+
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| OVERALL USABILITY
Task 1
completion %

Task 2
completion %

Task 3
completion %

Task 4
completion %
5.6%

7.7%
23.4%

76.6%
92.3%

4.20

4.13

2.00

4.13
3.95

3.92

3.75

1.96

3.49

2

3

tasks

1.81

0.77

0.50

3.30
1

Errors per Task

1.50
1.00

3.53

89.5%

94.4%

Personal Satisfaction Rating

scale
of 5

10.5%

23.4%

76.6%

3.98

Task 5
completion %

4

5

0.44

0.49

4

5

0.00

errors

1

2

3

tasks
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| OVERALL USABILITY
Global “Ease of Use”

Regional Ease of Use:
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
agree

Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Neither agree
nor disagree

China

US

Disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Czech

Agree
India

Agree
Strongly
agree

China
Czech
India
US

| INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS
& TASKS
When people arrived they were given a survey
providing us details on their title, company, internet
usage, online purchasing of electronic components
and use of social networking sites.
At the beginning of each session we asked the
people to give their first impression of the new visual
design as presented in the prototype.
We then had each participant perform tasks based
on the following scenarios;
Scenario 1
Your colleague has recommended a good discussion
on driving LEDs with PWM (Pulse-width modulation)
vs. constant current in regards to efficiency on this
website’s forum. Find this discussion post, reply to it
and signup for email updates when there is a new
reply posted.
Scenario 2
Your colleague (John Smith) told you that he has
created a profile on Element14. You also have an
account on this site, so now you would like to find
John and add him to your contact list.

Scenario 3
For your project, you need to find and buy Freescale
Embedded Networking Processor (part number
provided), but before you buy this part, you want to
find and read the application note.
• Find and open the application note
• Send this application note to John Smith
• Find the part (Embedded Networking Processor)
and find the price.
Scenario 4
Your boss told you about the Electrical Engineer
(regional) group on this website.
• Find this group
• Become a member of this group
• Invite your colleague John to join as well.
Scenario 5
You just found out that you and your colleague John
will be going to the Electronica 2010 exhibition. You
have this web site open and wondering if there might
be some information available about this event.
Browse the site and see if you can find anything
about this event. If you do, email the link to John.
The sessions were concluded with a survey on the
participants assessment of the site and their
experience.
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Usability
goals are
business
goals. Web
sites that are hard to
use frustrate
customers, forfeit
revenue and erode
brands.
- McCharty & Souza, Forrester
research, September 1998

| RESEARCH
Overall

comfortable with
the link to the
transactional site. There is a
All regions were

people were
recruited from Premier Farnell
customers so this preference is likely skewed
caveat that a majority of

eetchina.com

eetchina.com
21ic.com
ednchina.com.

explicit way of indicating the link went to a

some people who can
not use such an external resource due to
security and confidentiality restrictions
enforced by their employers. However, for

transactional site as that was a part of task 3 where

others, social networks are already a part of their

people struggled most. There was a desire to have

work life.

by that relationship. If anything, they expected a more

multiple distributors displayed by some people, but
they understood that the site is sponsored by Premier
Farnell and as such would not expect it. They
mentioned that they can easily lookup pricing and
availability on those other vendor’s sites if that is an
issue for them.
One of the big eye openers came from Chinese

already using
social networking for
their work. We were provided several
engineers who are

sites currently being used by these engineers;

There will be

bbs.ednchina.com

bbs.21ic.com
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| CHINA
In China we had our first and only female engineers.
While they pretty much followed the pattern of the
male participants in terms of task success, this should
be an area of future exploration as it is likely they
value different things from a social networking site that
just did not surface at this time. As in other regions
the
and had
little difficulty in completing the tasks. Only one
person was in the 36-45 age bracket. The rest were in
the 26-35 range, but there were several who were
clearly in the early 30s as opposed to their 20s.

younger engineers pretty
much understood the site

One major finding is that several engineers mentioned
that
to help them
. So while we
already have competition in this region, it serves as a
great indication of the willingness to use and
participate in online communities and provides us with
examples that we can improve upon. Going beyond
the social networking aspect there is also

social networking sites
they currently use
accomplish their work

a
major data-sheet repository
categorized in Chinese on
the ednchina.com website.
The sheets themselves are in English, but searching/
browsing can be done in Chinese.

All participants indicated in the pre-test survey that
could read English. However, no one identified
themselves as fluent in English although some
probably are fluent. Only 3 reported that they had
. The rest were
evenly split between good and basic reading and
writing comprehension.

very good proficiency

This indicates that while people will be comfortable
with content that is in English, for them
, they would do so
with
the meta content (discussions, blogs, etc) that is in
Chinese. This was confirmed in comments by
participants.

to

really participate
only in Chinese and only

did not
expect technical
information to be translated
However, to be very clear, participants

into Chinese, just that they would be unlikely to post
replies to discussions that are in English. They even
preferred the original language for discussions be
preserved so that the context and syntax of the
content could be understood as expressed by the
source and not obfuscated by translation, even if done
professionally.

person 14 China

我使⽤用的
eetchina.com
I use eetchina.com
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| CHINA
Findings & Recommendations
Home page evaluation and site purpose

Finding:

Most people seemed to understand the purpose of the site
although there was confusion for some as they had been
apparently recruited with the explanation that it was a new
version of the transactional site. Once this was clarified
they readily accepted the premise of the site. No people
indicated any adverse views on the branding or visual
design.

No one know what Element 14 stands for. In some cases
they thought it was placeholder text itself.

Finding:

More than a few people found and clicked on the direct
link as presented under the recent content on the home
page. Most people performed a search. Many people
expressed the desire to search in Chinese, but preferred to
use English since that was the language of source content.
People also refer to discussions by the term BBS.

No one sought to use the 3 introductory blocks at the top
of the page. They read the content, but none seemed to be
interested in using. They were not clicked on in any of the
tests.
Recommend: Redesigning this area or move it down the
page. There really needs to be only two parts to the
message here; what the site is about and a call to join.

Recommend: At the risk of being too obvious we may add
hover text or simply display below the logo that it is the
periodic number for silicon.
Task 1: Find a discussion

Finding:
People struggled with the filter UI, either missing them
entirely or clicking on more than one category when only
the discussion filter was needed. However the younger the
participant the less likely they had trouble with this, if at all.
It was amazing how some just implicitly got the filter UI
and went straight through.
Recommend: Improved visibility for the filter area or the
label/text for the section.

person 13 China

这是新的和⾮非常创新
This is new and quite innovative
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| CHINA
Findings & Recommendations (cont)
Task 2: Find a contact
People struggled with using the search for finding
people since it was not indicated that the main search
could be used for that. Once they found that out they
felt it was very good.
Finding:
Notification that a person was added to their contact
was not very noticeable.
Recommend: Make notification or response more
noticeable.
Finding:
People preferred contact or colleague to friend
Recommend: Changing labels to be more business
oriented
Task 3: Find an app note
People wanted to search in Chinese but preferred
English since it was the source content.
Finding:
People had no problem with the link going to the
transactional site in practice.
Recommend: Links between the two sites will not be
viewed as compromised or tainted. People would like

to see other vendors but understand why they are not
there.
Finding:
People were confused by the link to the PDF. The links
did not indicate that they were going to a PDF. When
looking for the ability to send the email or finding the
price they often clicked on the other links to the PDF.
Recommend: Make one distinct link to the document.
Make it clear that it opens as a PDF.
Finding:
People were could not find the link to the price page.
Recommend: Use an icon that indicates that there is a
link to a transactional site or words for the link to the
effect of find this part on [Farnell/Newark/Premier]
Finding:
People did not notice the action to send email. Several
people mentioned that other social networking sites
they use put ads on the right side and so they ignore
most things on the right due to ad blindness.
Recommend: Make actions more noticeable or more
integrated to the content of the page. Possibly move
the actions to the left side.

person 2 China
[click image to play video]
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| CHINA
Findings & Recommendations (cont)
Task 4: Find a group
People generally had no problem finding the group if
they understood the search could be used to find
such things. A few tended to find the alternative
routes either in the footer or in the logged in header.
Some people did not know what a group might be
used for, these tended to be the participants who
approached the upper end of the 26-35 age bracket.

little trouble. As in previous tasks the language was
an issue in the sense that they are most comfortable
with their primary language.
Finding:
Many people struggled with the label “invite” and felt
it should just be send email link.

Finding:

Recommend: Add label/action for forwarding an
event information. Keep the invite for inviting people.
These are two separate goals for people.

Notification of joining a group was not noticeable

Finding:

Recommend: Make more noticeable.

Many people speculated that the list of attendees
should show the vendors attending/exhibiting at the
event.

Finding:
Response for sending email was not specific enough
wanted to see whom they sent the email to as
confirmation.
Recommend: Display contacts/emails to which the
email was sent.
Task 5: Find an event
People who, again, had gained an understanding of
the search simply searched and found the event with

Recommend: While it probably does not make sense
to put vendors in the list, this was a key piece of
information for the event that people were interested
in seeing.

person 7 China

应当有⼀一个图⽚片价格
There should be a price displayed
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| CHINA BY THE NUMBERS
Task 1
Completion %

Task 2
Completion %

Task 3
Completion %

7.1%

14.3%

Task 4
Completion %

Task 5
Completion %
7.1%

14.3%

100.0%

85.7%

85.7%

92.9%

92.9%

Errors per Task

Personal Satisfaction Rating
4.36

4.40

0.90

0.86

0.68

4.18
4.00
3.79

3.79

0.29

3.73

scale
of 5

0.43

0.45

3.95

3.50

0.86

3.64

0.23

0.14

0.00
1

2

3

tasks

4

5

Errors

1

2

3

tasks

4

5
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| CHINA PEOPLE

person 1 China

person 2 China

person 3 China

person 4 China

person 5 China

person 10 China

person 6 China

person 7 China

person 8 China

person 9 China

person 11 China

person 12 China

person 13 China

person 14 China
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| CZECH REPUBLIC
In the Czech Republic we again saw similar issues for

expressed as being desirable. Rather people

people as found in the other regions. People failed to

expected to find links to their profile and their history

notice notifications.

of pages visited in the site.

check boxes. They tended to have

Many

They
struggled with the filter

more difficulty than US or China people, but this may
be due in part to the prototype being in English.

people express
reticence in registration
to submit a reply. It seems that this is something not
well accepted, but several people expressed that the

As with China, all people had some proficiency with

perception is changing. They realize that many things

English, which would not prevent them from finding

require registration, but there is some aspect that

the site extremely useful as a resource. However it

causes them to distrust or have misgivings.

will certainly limit their ability and inclination to
participate.
As with China they would prefer to see the source
language for reference rather than have a poor
translation. Specific technical information they expect
to be in English and would find useful if translated,
but it has to be 100% perfect translation. Which is an
impossibly high bar to achieve. The customizable

My Element page is
not understood or even

person 5 Czech Republic

Je skvělé mít Google
translator přímo k dispozici
It's good to have Google translate at hand
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| CZECH REPUBLIC
Findings & Recommendations
Home page evaluation and site purpose

Finding:

People found the site to be attractive. There was
some confusion over what the site was for exactly as
element14 was not understood.

Many people didn’t notice “Browse” (Jive menus) at
the top.

Finding:

Recommend: Make Login/Browse bar at the top
more visible

People didn’t see the “Explore” button.

Task 1: Find a discussion

person 1 Czech Republic

Recommend: Include all links on the footer. Consider
exposing the menu by default. That is have it open
when the page first loads and then close after a
period of time or person interaction. Move tag line
under the logo and move Explore button to right.
Rename “Explore” button and make it more
prominent

A number of people looked for a link to start
browsing as opposed to using search. People
struggled to find the actions and the filters, but once
learned they found them easy to use.

Bylo to docela jednoduché

Finding:
“My Element” & Solutions tab weren’t clear to people.
Recommend: Change “My Element” page to contain
profile information. Consider allowing customization
option on the main Homepage and remove My
Element. Change “Solutions” tab name to
“Documents & Discussions” or “Categories” or
something else.

Finding:
Many people looked for a discussion forum button on
the Homepage.
Recommend: Re-arrange content on the Homepage
(move “New” sections to the top and Research/
Refine/Design to the middle)
Finding:
Actions menu wasn’t noticed right away.
Recommend: Make Actions menu background color
different

It was quite easy
(in reference to posting a comment)
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| CZECH REPUBLIC
Findings & Recommendations
Task 1: Find a discussion (cont)

Task 2: Find a contact

Finding:

People generally looked for a link on the home page
to find contacts or something that related to people.
Some found contact in the footer, others tried the
recently joined. People thought this was an easy task
once they found the contact. Several noted the
similarity to facebook.

“Receive email notifications” option wasn’t
understood.
Recommend: Include email notification opt-in on the
Reply to Discussion form. Include description of what
it is for. Can also keep it on the actions panel for
those who forget or miss it on the form.
Finding:
Confirmation message was missed by many people.
Recommend: Make confirmation messages bigger
and a different color
Finding:
“Add” button on the email form was misused.
Recommend: It is clear Jive has had problems with
this page from the variations that can be found and
the descriptive text surrounding it. Consider
separating functionality to allow people to type what
they want and then have a separate mechanism to
get addresses from the contact list.

Finding:
Confirmation message was missed by many people.
Recommend: Make confirmation messages bigger
and a different color

person 8 Czech Republic

Můžu i připojit soubory...
Super!
Wow I can attach files... Great!
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| CZECH REPUBLIC
Findings & Recommendations
Task 3: Find an application note

Task 5: Find an event

People simply entered the part number into the
search taking them directly to the app note page.

Finding:

Finding:

Some labels were confusing to people (e.g. “Invite
others”, “Send as Email”, etc.)

Part number link on the application note page wasn’t
clear to people.

Recommend: Make email links (“Invite others”,
“Email this page”, etc) and forms consistent.

Recommend: Change the part number link on the
application note to part description and add the price
icon. (create pop-up window on hover with basic info
about the part)
Task 4: Find a group
Finding:
Confirmation message was missed by many people.
Recommend: Make confirmation messages bigger
and a different color.

person 6 Czech Republic

Mít možnost vidět komentáře
k aplikačním poznámkám je
opravdový luxus
To see comments for an application note
is a luxury
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| CZECH REP. BY THE NUMBERS
Task 1
Completion %

Task 2
Completion %

Task 3
Completion %

11.1%

22.2%

77.8%

Task 4
Completion %
11.1%

22.2%

77.8%

88.9%

4.67

4.7
3.78

3.78

77.8%

Errors per Task
3.0

2.89

3.78

3.5

2.3

2.4

1.5

1.2

0.8

2.00

0.89

0.0

scale
of 5

22.2%

88.9%

Personal Satisfaction Rating
4.44

1

2

3

tasks

Task 5
Completion %

4

5

0.67

0.78

4

5

0.0

errors

1

2

3

tasks

| CZECH REPUBLIC PEOPLE

person 1 Czech Republic

person 2 Czech Republic

person 3 Czech Republic

person 4 Czech Republic

person 5 Czech Republic

person 6 Czech Republic

person 7 Czech Republic

person 8 Czech Republic

person 9 Czech Republic
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| INDIA
In India we had more participants than we could

includes the aforementioned problem with the

interview at times. Which introduced its own

actions, notifications/confirmations, and filters.

challenges as we struggled to capture all the data.

People did not know what the My Element tab was

There was one session where we had two

for and the solutions tab was generally thought to be

participants simultaneously. While not ideal for

a place to make requests or submit questions.

usability testing, it was good from the stand point of

People also found

growing our understanding of social interactions and
how that translates to online social interactions.
Most

people in India seemed to

browse dominant which made
starting the first task very difficult. People
looked for a section about/
for discussions. They had to be
be

prompted to use the search or scan the page. They
also frequently missed the actions as the design in
their opinion visually separates those actions from
the content they act upon.
Again, as with China and particularly Czech Republic
many of the same issues were observed. This

the content area of the

lower home page more
important than the

Research/Refine/Design. It would
be nice for them to be able to collapse this or
customize the home page instead of having a
separate customize page.

person 4 India

This will save time
(having all data-sheets in one place)
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| INDIA
Findings & Recommendations
Home page evaluation and site purpose

Finding:

People found the site to be attractive. There was
some confusion over what the site was for exactly as
element14 was not understood.

Many people didn’t notice “Browse” (Jive menus) at
the top.

Finding:

Recommend: Make Login/Browse bar at the top
more visible.

People didn’t see the “Explore” button.

Task 1: Find a discussion

Recommend: Include all links on the footer. Consider
exposing the menu by default. That is have it open
when the page first loads and then close after a
period of time or person interaction. Move tag line
under the logo and move Explore button to right.
Rename “Explore” button and make it more
prominent

A number of people looked for a link to start
browsing as opposed to using search. People
struggled to find the actions and the filters, but once
learned they found them easy to use. There is some
confusion with the filters even after becoming aware
of their presence as people checked multiple items.
Given the limitations of the prototype there may be
more feedback around this needed from the actual
site when it is functional.

Finding:
“My Element” & Solutions tab weren’t clear to people.
Recommend: Change “My Element” page to contain
profile information. Consider allowing customization
option on the main Homepage and remove My
Element. Change “Solutions” tab name to
“Documents & Discussions” or “Categories” or
something else.

Finding:
Many people looked for a discussion forum button on
the Homepage.
Recommend: Re-arrange content on the Homepage
(move “New” sections to the top and Research/
Refine/Design to the middle).

person 1 India

Sometimes when you are in a
hurry, you don't want to fill
out a long form
(in reference to registration and posting)
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| INDIA
Findings & Recommendations
Task 1: Find a discussion (cont)
Finding:
Actions menu wasn’t noticed right away.
Recommend: Make Actions menu background color
different
Finding:
“Receive email notifications” option wasn’t
understood.
Recommend: Include email notification opt-in on the
Reply to Discussion form. Include description of what
it is for. Can also keep it on the actions panel for
those who forget or miss it on the form.
Finding:
Confirmation message was missed by many people.
Recommend: Make confirmation messages bigger
and a different color
Finding:
“Add” button on the email form was misused.
Recommend: It is clear Jive has had problems with
this page from the variations that can be found and
the descriptive text surrounding it. Consider

separating functionality to allow people to type what
they want and then have a separate mechanism to
get addresses from the contact list.
Task 2: Find a contact
People generally looked for a link on the home page
to find contacts or something that related to people.
Some found contact in the footer, others tried the
recently joined. People thought this was an easy task
once they found the contact. Several noted the
similarity to facebook.
Finding:
Confirmation message was missed by many people.
Recommend: Make confirmation messages bigger
and a different color.

person 16 India

Actions should be
highlighted, but the location
is alright
(in reference to the action area on discussions
and docs)
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Findings & Recommendations
Task 3: Find an application note
People simply entered the part number into the
search taking them directly to the app note page.
Finding:
Part number link on the application note page wasn’t
clear to people.
Recommend: Change the part number link on the
application note to part description and add the price
icon. (create pop-up window on hover with basic info
about the part)
Task 4: Find a group
Finding:
Confirmation message was missed by many people.
Recommend: Make confirmation messages bigger
and a different color.

Task 5: Find an event
Finding:
Some labels were confusing to people (e.g. “Invite
others”, “Send as Email”, etc.)
Recommend: Make email links (“Invite others”,
“Email this page”, etc) and forms consistent.
person 9 India

Excellent! This is fine!
(on "receive email notification" option)
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| INDIA BY THE NUMBERS
Task 1
Completion %

Task 2
Completion %

Task 3
Completion %

Task 4
Completion %

Task 5
Completion %

11.1%

44.4%

44.4%

100.0%

55.6%

100.0%

55.6%

88.9%

Personal Satisfaction Rating
4.56

4.6

4.00

3.78
3.5

4.11

Errors per Task
4.0
3.0

2.89

2.3

2.0

1.2

1.0

0.0

0.0

scale
of 5

1

2

3

tasks

4

5

errors

3.11
2.00

0.56

0.78

0.00
1

2

3

tasks

4

5
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person 1 India

person 2 India

person 6 India

persons 7-8 India

person 12 India

person 13 India

person 3 India

person 4 India

person 9 India

person 14 India

person 5 India

person 10 India

person 15 India

person 16 India

person 11 India

person 17 India
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For the US because of the amount of customer

transaction site was one of the more significant

research we already do, we engaged the services of a

findings. This is more significant as not all people

recruiting specialist. The people were more evenly

were necessarily Newark customers having been

divided by age group compared to other regions

recruited by a third party. The

do not get social networking. They also tended to

key to doing
links to the transaction site
right is ensuring that it is
transparent so that the people can

have more difficulty completing tasks. This is not to

differentiate content that is sponsored monetarily and

say that all older people behave that way.

person generated content. As long as that is clear,

where most of our participants were younger. This is
relevant to the observation that older folks generally

There are some hip
individuals who keep up with the times

no matter their age. And it
may not have so much to do with age as they have a
lifetime of connections already built up and find less
value in terms of time and depth in the online
connections.
As with all the other regions you will see many of the
same issues reported in the following observations.
For US people the acceptance of links to the

people are more than accepting of these linkages.
While unsure of the reasoning behind the pattern,
many of the US participants

went to the

homepage to begin each task. When

asked, one or two of the people mentioning feeling
that

if they were in a section

such as ‘Events’ and used the Search Box

that

they would only be
Searching ‘Events’ and related

arenas...

person 11 US

Right off the bat I think I need
more explanation… a more
brief summary.
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Findings & Recommendations
Home page evaluation and site purpose
People generally did not understand what element14
stood meant. They did get an idea of the sites
purpose after perusing the home page. People liked
the visual design.
Finding:
People didn’t see the “Explore” button. While this is
found to be useful when people looked at it, most
people did not notice it and click on it; had to be
prompted
Recommend: Include all links on the footer. Consider
exposing the menu by default. That is have it open
when the page first loads and then close after a
period of time or person interaction. Move tag line
under the logo and move Explore button to right.
Rename “Explore” button and make it more
prominent
Finding:
“My Element” tab was unclear to people. people
didn't initially notice this button and when asked they
thought it would be a 'history' of sorts which would
show which discussions they had read or taken part
in, files looked at, and other activity they had taken
on the site. When using the My Element section it

was not clear what the widgets were or how they
function. This could have been due to the prototype
screen not showing actual examples of what could
be there?
Recommend: Have default widgets show examples
of what people were expecting to find here such as a
link widget with links to the profile information and a
history widget.
Finding:
Solutions tab was also unclear to people. Some
people replied that it simply would contain
"...products." or be a place to submit questions. After
clicking on the Solutions tab the people were still
uncertain as to the contents and usefulness, but
some indicated that they liked what they saw. The
supplier sub-tab seemed to be of interest to several
participants as they tried to click on it.
Recommend: Change the label to something that
better matches/reflects the content such as “Solution
Categories”, “Documents and Solutions”, or
“Documents”. May also want a separate supplier tab
that raises the supplier portal communities and
supplier featured content.
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Findings & Recommendations
Task 1: Find a discussion

Task 2: Find a contact

Several people found the discussion by scanning the
page and seeing it in the recent content section.
Many people were interested in using the advanced
search instead of the filter check boxes to narrow
their results.

Generally speaking while younger people were more
apt to be search-centric, it was not intuitive to the
people that the Search box could be used for
anything on the community site beyond social
content; eg contacts, products, keywords, etc

Finding:

Finding:

Search filters went unnoticed by people. Nearly all
participants stumbled when the task involved using
the Search Filtering Box. Although once used they
seemed to understand the concept, it was 'missed'
for some reason. Even though the people had to
scroll past it to look at the results, they did so without
hesitation and without noticing the filter.

It was brought up a few times that the usage of
‘Friends’ in the dialog box copied from facebook
seemed inappropriate on the site and that simply
using ‘Contacts’ was a better alternative. The people
they are in touch with are not all necessarily friends.
One person mentioned having different categories;

Recommend: Highlighting the filters differently or add
a label for the section that is more noticeable.
Possibly have the filters animate open on first load.
This will also have the benefit of informing the person
that they can be hidden as well.

Recommend: Consider adding ability to categorize
contacts and that the category should only be
viewable to the person setting the categories and not
to others. “Tom has Doug marked as ‘Colleague’ in
his contacts, but Doug should not be able to see
this.”
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Findings & Recommendations
Task 3: Find an application note
It seemed clear to the people that they could click on
the title or SKU to get information, but what wasn’t
clear is what information they would get in clicking on
each element. The Title for the App-Note didn’t look
like a link, so a few people clicked on the SKU and
were surprised when it opened a link to the
transactional site. People expressed no problem with
the link to the transactional site. If anything they
wanted it to be clearer.
Finding:
Link confusion over which would lead to the actual
app-note.
Recommend: Basically (1) we need to ensure that
links have the typical look and behaviors of web-links
and (2) we need to visually differentiate to the person
that ‘this link goes to the app-note and this other link
goes to the product detail page on the transactional
site’

Finding:
Confirmation messaging needs to be specific. When
sending an email link the system took the person to a
nice confirmation landing page, but it was not clear
as to whom the message was sent.
Recommend: Listing the contacts/emails to which
the message was sent.
Finding:
People were confused on how to return to the original
page after traversing the send email link path. Even
though the confirmation page had a link to return
them.
Recommend: It might be better to have the
confirmation be a smaller popup and the destination
after submitting the form go back to the original
page.

person 7 US
[click image to play video]
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Findings & Recommendations
Task 4: Find a group

Task 5: Find an event

People did not find this task to be difficult. However,
no one expressed real interest in what they expect to
gain by joining a group.

People were mixed between browsing and searching
for the event. Perhaps more would have used search
if it were clear that the search could be used for that
type of content as well. People would like to see the
vendor/exhibitor listing for the event as well.

Finding:
On the Invite others to join part of the task the import
function is not clear. It is our thinking that it is in part
due to the timing in the task. The task was focused
on inviting people to a group, however unsure if
‘importing contacts’ is a proper activity at the time.
Recommend: Consider separating the functionality
more clearly. Obviously if people want to leverage
social networking they may want to easily add/invite
large numbers to a group.

Finding:
Confusion over inviting and wanting to just send a
link
Recommend: Create a separate link for just
forwarding the event info as opposed to actually
inviting.

person 9 US

It doesn’t say anything about
a group…
(while they were looking at the group page)
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Task 1
Completion %

Task 2
Completion %

12.5%

Task 3
Completion %

12.5%

Task 4
Completion %

Task 5
Completion %

12.5%

12.5%

100.0%

87.5%

87.5%

87.5%

87.5%

Personal Satisfaction Rating
4.3

4.12

Errors per Task

4.25

3.75

3.50

3

3.50

3.23
2.15

1.5

1.08

0.75

0

0

scale
of 5

2.38

2.25

1

2

3

tasks

4

5

errors

1.75
1.00
0.38
1

2

3

tasks

4

0.13
5
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person 1 US

person 2 US

person 6 US

person 7 US

person 10 US

person 11 US

person 3 US

person 8 US

person 4 US

person 9 US

person 5 US

